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The Question

How do you create scientific software for scientists...without any
”developers”

You try to turn scientists into developers.



Graduate Students

Additionally, what do you do when you have unreal constraints on
your time(As all scientists and engineers do!)

You start trying to reuse available software, and code in such a
way that you get the most results for your time!



What is the Point of This Talk?

As part of my research, I recently found myself needing to do some
analysis on disdrometer data. I ran into a few problems along the
way.

Very little existing code

You have to e-mail to get that code.

To process the code you use a different language than reading
it.

I wanted to make the work I was doing usable to others.

This talk focuses on the script to library process, and the tools
that help. I’m not an expert, but these are some of the things I’ve
learned from participating in a few libraries.



Disdrometer

A disdrometer is a ground instrument that measures how many
raindrops are falling and their sizes and velocities. This gives us a
drop size distribution.

Figure : (a) Parsivel Disdrometer , (b) 2D-Video Disdrometer



Drop Size Distribution

The disdrometer counts how many drops are in each size bin. We
can derive rainfall, reflectivities, and other parameters.

Figure : (a) Measured DSD (b) Analytical DSD (c) Measured DSD and
rain rate for a day



Uses for Disdrometers

What do we use disdrometers for? Quite a lot actually. This
includes:

Rainfall Rate Measurement

Radar Verification

Microphysical Estimation

Hydrology

Drop Morphology

During the NASA GPM campaigns, a large number(25+) of
disdrometers are deployed to investigate the nature of rainfall and
test radar estimation of rainfall.



Radar Verification

Given a drop size distribution N(D) we can make a few
assumptions, and calculate what a radar would see looking at these
variables using the T-Matrix method.

ζ =
λ4

π5|Kp|2

∫
D
σb(D)N(D)dD (1)

ζDR =

∫
D |Shh(r ,D)|2N(D)dD∫
D |Svv (r ,D)|2N(D)dD

(2)

Kdp =
2π

k0
<
∫
D
N(D)

[
ĥ · ~f (r ,D)− v̂ · ~f (r ,D)

]
dD (3)

We can then use these simulated parameters to figure out the
relationship between rain rate and the radar measured parameters,
Although these are not the only useful parameters.



Radar Moments

As an example here we see a drop size distribution and it’s
scattered radar parameters over the course of a day.



So what’s the problem?

There are several problems today when working with disdrometer
data. A few of these are:

Multiple Different Data Formats, for even the same
disdrometer.

Some organizations preprocess data
Each vendor has it’s own format
Each format provides different information

Multiple languages are needed for the toolchain

Scattering in Fortran
File Parsing in...IDL!
Radar data processed in Matlab

Multiple tools must be strung together, often very fragile.



Why a Python Library?

We turn to Python to write a library for disdrometers for a few
reasons.

1 Python can wrap other languages(In this case, Fortran and C)

2 Python is high level, and easy to write scientific code in.

3 Python is becoming the standard in atmospheric sciences.

4 The recent influx of useful Python Packages.

5 IPython Notebook

6 I was writing this code for my research..why not share it with
the world in a usable form?



There is an XKCD for everything.



The rest of the talk

For the rest of this talk, we’re going to discuss the workflow I went
through to start the PyDisdrometer library. This will cover:

Data Exploration

Algorithm Development

Incorporating other libraries

Developing a usable package(instead of a collection of scripts)

Packaging

Project Dissemination

The neat part about this is, every step along the way stayed within
Python, and within fully open source tools. This means no learning
multiple languages, and that we can publish the entire workflow so
that others can contribute.



Ipython Notebook: Data Exploration

The first step in any kind of close to data library development is to
actually work with the data. We are going to cover a very
interesting tool here that makes this kind of exploration very
natural, the IPython Notebook.
Features:

Web Interface to Python Shell

Inline Plotting

Amazing Collaboration Tool

Reproducible Research



Ipython Notebook: Data Exploration Pt. 2

So we start by loading a few example datasets, plotting them and
just generally examining what they contain.



Algorithm Development

Next we need to we start writing code to solve our problems. In
my case this means processing the data, generating radar
parameters etc.
After some digging through file specifications we finally get a
simple set of code that can read a parsivel file.



Supporting Modules: PyTMatrix

PyTMatrix is a Python library written by Jussi Leinonen that
wraps T-Matrix scattering code written in Fortran by Mishenko,
and allows very easy access from Python. We will use this to
convert a DSD to radar measured parameters.
https://github.com/jleinonen/pytmatrix



Turning Scripts into a Public Library

At this point we’ve been playing with code and doing a lot of
analysis for papers and have a collection of scripts.
We need to take these scripts that are a little specific and
generalize them and prepare them to be used by others. This
means:

Making sure code works together.

Packaging the code up into classes

Make the code easy to deploy

Testing the code on other computers/platforms/architectures

Making the code easy to interface with

Making sure our unit tests are comprehensive(You do write
unit tests right?)



Transitioning the Codebase to a Library: Generating the
API

One of the best ways to make your code easy to interface with is
to encapsulate it into classes that work well with each other. In
our case this means we broke the code up as follows:

Each filetype gets a class that knows how to read it. This
should only require a filename.

These readers return a drop size distribution object. This
object forms the core of the library.

This object knows how to run scattering computations on
itself and some basic processing.

Additional code operates on this dsd object.



General Layout



Make code ”Just Work”

A few things can be done to make the library more intuitive.

Choose sane defaults.

Require as little effort to use as possible.

Automate common workflows.

For instance, the scattering computations require a drop shape
relationship, a wavelength, and a temperature. If the user does not
explicitly provide these, we automatically set:

1 DSR(Beard and Chuang)

2 Frequency(X-Band)

3 Temperature(10C)

These are all user customizable, but by providing sane defaults, we
allow a user to get up to speed with the library very quickly, and
then refine things as they learn more.



Distributing the Code: Github

It is important to:

Minimize effort needed to contribute

Version Control

Bug Tracking

Automatically download code

Social is nice

We have chosen to use GitHub. This lets us take our existing
version controlled repository, and put it online for the world to see.



Github pt2

An example from the Pyart library



Packaging Python Code

To get our code to users we have two methods:

1 Download from Github

2 Use Python Packaging Program(PIP)

You add some information about your package, then python will
list your code on PyPI. To install code users just do

pip install pydisdrometer

Python then installs all the necessary dependencies.



Using PIP

The boilerplate to use pip for simple projects is quite easy.

from distutils.core import setup

setup(

name=’PyDisdrometer’,

version=’0.1.0’,

author=’Joseph C. Hardin’,

author_email=’josephhardinee@gmail.com’,

packages=[’pydisdrometer’],

url=’http://pypi.python.org/pypi/PyDisdrometer/’,

license=’LICENSE.txt’,

description=’Pyton Disdrometer Processing’,

long_description=open(’README.txt’).read(),

)



PyAOS and AMS

The American Meteorological Society recognized the usefulness of
Python early on and started a Python in the Atmospheric Sciences
track at the general meeting.
In addition, a PyAOS community has come together and started
writing large amounts of code in Python that makes end to end
development much more enjoyable. To list a few of the projects
that I use in particular:

PyArt(Python Radar toolkit from the ARM Project)

PyTMatrix(Python T-Matrix Scattering)

PyAOSlib: Toolkit of many different atmospheric science
routines



Quick Summary of Tooling

So to recap on the process.



Demonstrating the Use of the Library

A simple(and common) use case. We want the R(ZH) relationship
for a precipitation case from a parsivel disdrometer.

import pydisdrometer

dsd = read_parsivel(filename)

dsd.calc_radar_parameters()

relation, covariance = dsd.calc_R_Zh_relationship()

print(relation)

(array([ 0.2112311, 0.4427024 ])



Demonstrating the Use of the Library Pt. 2

Let’s estimate rainfall based on KDP and look at how well the
estimator fits.

rel_kd, covariance = dsd.calc_R_Kdp_relationship()

plot(dsd.time/360.0, np.cumsum(dsd.rain_rate)/360.0)

plot(dsd.time/360.0,

np.cumsum(rel_kd[0]*(np.power(dsd.Kdp,rel_kd[1])))/360.0)



What’s next?

This library is very new, so there is a lot to add still.

Method of Moments estimators for gamma parameters

Integration with Pyart to do radar verification

More disdrometer filetypes

Statistical Analysis



How can you contribute?

How can you contribute to this package, or Python in the
atmospheric sciences in general?

Fork this project, contribute back code

Use this library, submit bug reports

Contribute to supporting packages



Questions?

Questions?


